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We report on the synthesis of siloxane-based monoliths in the presence of a two-dimensional, perfectly
ordered array of micro-pillars. Both methyltrimethoxysilane- and tetramethoxysilane-based monoliths
were considered. The obtained structures were analyzed using scanning-electron microscopy and can be
explained from the general theory of surface-directed phase separation in confined spaces. The formed
structures are to a large extent nearly exclusively determined by the ratio between the bulk domain size
of the monolith on the one hand and the distance between the micro-pillars on the other hand. When
this ratio is small, the presence of the pillars has nearly no effect on the morphology of the produced
hromatography
etting

monoliths. However, when the ratio approaches unity and ascends above it, some new types of monolith
morphologies are induced, two of which appear to have interesting properties for use as novel chro-
matographic supports. One of these structures (obtained when the domain size/inter-pillar distance ratio
is around unity) is a 3D network of linear interconnections between the pillars, organized such that all
skeleton branches are oriented perpendicular to the micro-pillar surface. A second interesting structure is
obtained at even higher values of the domain size/inter-pillar distance ratio. In this case, each individual

coate
micro-pillar is uniformly

. Introduction

.1. General introduction

During the last decade, some new stationary phase supports
ere introduced in the field of chromatography, driven by the ever

ncreasing performance demands, especially for pharmaceutical
nd bio-analytical applications. One such a support is the silica
onolith [1–4]. Unlike what is possible in packed bed columns, the

ore size in this packing material can be tuned independently from
he skeleton size, hence enabling the formation of a highly perme-
ble structure while retaining a relatively small band broadening.
ecause of this increased permeability, long columns can be used
ithout the generation of an excessive pressure drop. Hence, high
late numbers and a high peak capacity can be attained without the
eed of expensive ultra high pressure equipment [5]. The current
eneration of silica monoliths is however unable to compete with
ilica particle packed bed columns when fast separations with a lim-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +32 2 629 32 51; fax: +32 2 629 32 48.
E-mail address: gedesmet@vub.ac.be (G. Desmet).

021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.chroma.2009.03.010
d with a mesoporous shell.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

ited number of plates are needed. These separations would require
monoliths with domain sizes that are smaller than currently avail-
able. Attempts to further reduce the domain size of silica monoliths
however also always inevitably leads to structures that are more
heterogeneous, hence compromising their chromatographic per-
formance. As shown theoretically in [6,7], there might even be a
fundamental down limit below which the domain size cannot be
reduced without running in an adverse effect of the domain size on
the band broadening. Recently, Hara et al. made some important
improvements on the homogeneity of these small domain mono-
liths [8]. The pursuit of highly ordered, small-domain monoliths is
an important endeavor [9], because theoretical studies have shown
that if such silica monoliths could be made, they would be able
to outperform the particle bed column over the entire range of
required plate numbers [10].

Another novel chromatographic support, intrinsically always
perfectly ordered, is the micro-pillar column, fabricated in silicon or
glass wafers using semiconductor etching technology. This concept

was originally proposed by Regnier and co-workers in 1998 [11–13],
and the improved chromatographic performance of this type of
support has meanwhile been clearly demonstrated, both theoreti-
cally [14–16] and experimentally [17–20]. However, because of the
low phase ratio (the micro-pillars are usually non-porous), micro-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219673
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chroma
mailto:gedesmet@vub.ac.be
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2009.03.010
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illar array columns still suffer from a limited mass loadability and
etentive capacity. Recently, a number of approaches were pre-
ented to improve the phase ratio of micro-pillar array columns.
e Malsche et al. created a mesoporous shell micro-pillar array
olumn by electrochemical anodization of the micro-pillar surface
21,22]. The resulting column exhibited a good retentive capacity
ut the minimal micro-pillar diameter is limited to 5 �m because
f mechanical stability problems. Another way to improve the sur-
ace area was presented by Fonverne et al. [23]. They deposited a
ayer of carbon nanotubes on the surface of the microstructures to
ncrease the surface area. The application field of this type of sta-
ionary phase is however very limited and the retention mechanism
s still not fully understood. Another drawback of both approaches is
he asymmetric location of the mesoporous layer in the chromato-
raphic channel (i.e., the pillar surface and bottom surface have an
ncreased phase ratio by the presence of a porous layer, while the
op surface remains untreated). This asymmetry is expected to limit
he chromatographic performance by additional band broadening
ffects [21].

Given the shortcomings of both the monolithic column and the
illar array column, the aim of the present work is to investigate the
ossibility of merging the sol–gel technology of silica monoliths
ith the micro-pillar array column technology, hoping to obtain
hybrid chromatographic support which exhibits a high degree

f spatial order, combined with a well tunable phase ratio and
tructure. Therefore, several silica monoliths were fabricated inside
icro-channels with an ordered array of micro-pillars and the influ-

nce of the presence of these pillars on the monolithic structure
as evaluated based on scanning electron microscopy images. Both
ethyltrimethoxysilane and tetramethoxysilane-based monoliths
ere considered, as these are the monomers which are generally
sed for silica monolith synthesis.

.2. Existing knowledge of monolith synthesis in bulk and in
onfined spaces

There are several publications that review the different silica
onolith synthesis techniques [24–27]. For the present work, only

he literature on the synthesis of silica monoliths via the sol–gel
rocess using silicon alkoxides is relevant. In short, the synthesis
f this type of silica monoliths is achieved by a concurrence of
hase separation and sol–gel transition [26]. The starting mate-
ials are silicon alkoxides which are fully hydrolysed by adding

sufficient amount of water. Subsequently, siloxane oligomers
re formed by polycondensation reactions and, depending on the
ature of the silicon alkoxide and the additives used, a phase
eparation can be established between the solvent phase and
n oligomer rich phase. This phase separation is preferentially
pinodal, leading to a bicontinuous structure, which coarsens in
ime to reduce the interfacial energy between both phases and
ventually would lead to a break up into fragmented structures.
he latter is however countered by the fact that, throughout the
rocess of phase separation, the continuous proceeding of poly-
erization reactions between the siloxane oligomers results in an

ncrease of the phase viscosity. At a certain moment, denoted as
he sol–gel transition point, a single connection across the entire
ystem dimension is formed, which is strengthened in time by addi-
ional poly-condensation reactions (a process called “aging”). This
ol–gel transition fixes the phase separation in one of its transient
nstable configurations and enables the formation of a sponge-

ike silica monolithic structure after evaporation of the solvent-rich

hase. By a manipulation of the time (gelation time) between the
nset of phase-separation and the sol–gel transition point through
change in temperature, pH or amount of certain additives (poro-
ens), structures with a different through-pore and skeleton size
an be obtained.
1216 (2009) 7360–7367 7361

However, when silica monolithic structures are fabricated
in confined spaces, such as capillaries or micro-channels, the
presence of wall surfaces can have a major influence on the
monolithic structure [28–32]. During phase separation, a process
called “surface-directed spinodal decomposition” occurs [33,34],
whereby one of the two phases preferentially wets the surfaces
of the container. This process is initially driven by the diffusion
of molecules towards the surface. In this stage, a configuration
is established whereby the surface is completely covered by the
wetting layer to which the bicontinuous part above the surface is
connected. The preferential wetting then induces a pressure gradi-
ent from the bicontinuous part to the wetting layer and, as the phase
separation proceeds, more of the wettable phase is transferred from
the bi-continuous part towards the surface wetting layer (hydrody-
namic pumping). This hydrodynamic pumping is accompanied by a
change in configuration of the bi-continuous structure whereby the
surface region is depleted from the wettable phase and tubes are
formed through which the phase is transported towards the surface.
The longer the time between the phase separation and the sol–gel
transition, the further the effect of the hydrodynamic pumping on
the monolithic structure will reach and eventually, depending on
the dimension of the confined space, a thick wetting layer is formed
on the wall surface instead of a monolithic skeleton structure (a
process denoted as “wetting transition” [30]).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Micro-channel fabrication

The procedure for the fabrication of microfluidic channels with
an ordered array of micro-pillars is similar as described elsewhere
[19]. The pillar channels were defined in a silicon–glass sandwich.
First, a 100 mm diameter silicon wafer (p-type, 5–10 cm resistivity)
was thermally (dry) oxidized at 1100 ◦C until 700 nm silicon oxide
was formed (Amtech Tempress Omega Junior, Tempress Systems
B.V., Vaassen, The Netherlands). Then normal UV photolithogra-
phy (photoresist: Olin 907-12) was used to define the pillar array
column. Subsequently, the exposed silicon oxide was dry etched
(Adixen AMS100DE, Alcatel Vacuum Technology, Culemborg, The
Netherlands), leaving a patterned silicon oxide layer, which serves
as a mask for a second lithographic step. In this step, the exposed sil-
icon was etched with a Bosch-type deep reactive ion etch (Adixen
AMS100SE, Alcatel Vacuum Technology, Culemborg, The Nether-
lands), leaving pillars of 20–25 �m height. Then, the remaining
resist was removed by an oxygen plasma and nitric acid. Through-
holes, necessary for liquid handling in the micro-channel were
defined by photolithography on a dry resist foil (Ordyl BF410, Tokyo
Oga Kogyo, Kanagawa, Japan). The exposed glass was subsequently
powder blasted using 30 �m alumina particles. To remove the flu-
orocarbons, the wafers were set in a (wet) oxide furnace (Amtech
Tempress Omega Junior) at 700 ◦C for 15 min, after which the wafers
were cleaned in nitric acid and dipped in hydrofluoric acid (1% in
H2O). Subsequently, the wafers were wet oxidized again for 15 min
in order to provide a maximum amount of silanol groups to ensure a
good chemical bonding of the siloxane-based gels (see below). The
top of the channels was formed by a 100 mm diameter Pyrex wafer
(thickness 0.5 mm), anodically bonded to the silicon wafer (voltage
ramped to a maximum of 1000 V at 400 ◦C on an EVG EV-501 wafer
bonder (EV Group Inc., Schaerding, Austria)).

The rectangular microfluidic channels used in this work were

30 mm in length, 500 �m wide and about 20–25 �m in depth. The
micro-pillar array consists of cylindrical micro-pillars with a diame-
ter of 2.4 �m, arranged according to a perfectly ordered equilateral
triangular grid as visualized in Fig. 1. Three types of grids were
considered, each type having a different inter-pillar distance (fur-
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ig. 1. Schematic representation of the pillar arrangement in a micro-pillar array
olumn (not scaled).

her denoted as IPD), respectively corresponding to 7.6, 5.6 and
.6 �m.

.2. Monolith synthesis

Two types of siloxane were used as monomers for the monolith
ynthesis: methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) and tetramethoxysi-
ane (TMOS) (Sigma–Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA).

The polymerization solution for the MTMS-based monoliths was
repared by homogeneously mixing 2.53 ml of a 1 M aqueous nitric
cid (NA) solution (prepared inside a 20 ml glass vial) with an appro-
riate amount (further specified in Table 1) of methanol (MeOH)
Sigma–Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA). Subsequently, 10 ml of

TMS was added to the solution and the mixture was stirred for
min at 0 ◦C.

In case of the TMOS-based monoliths, an appropriate amount
further specified in Table 2) of poly(ethyleneglycol) or PEG (Mw.
0,000, Sigma–Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in
0 ml of a 0.01 M aqueous acetic acid (AA) solution. Then, 4.5 ml of
MOS was added to the mixture and the solution was stirred for
5 min at 0 ◦C.

The phase separation and sol–gel reaction of both types of
olymerization solutions was performed inside the microfluidic

hannels. For this purpose, the microfluidic chip was first placed
n an in-house built PMMA holder. This holder allows to connect
used-silica capillary tubes to the in- and outlet holes of the chip
y means of NanoPort assemblies (Upchurch Scientific Inc., Oak

able 1
omposition details and accompanying structural data for three different MTMS-based si

omposition name 1 M NA (ml) MeOH (ml) MTMS (ml) Molar ratio (MT

1 2.53 2.83 10 1:1.0:2
2 2.53 3.26 10 1:1.15:2
3 2.53 3.40 10 1:1.2:2

able 2
omposition details and accompanying structural data for three different TMOS-based sil

omposition name 0.01 M AA (ml) PEG (g) TMOS (ml) Molar ratio (TM

1 10 1.20 4 1:4.9 × 10−3:20
2 10 1.00 4 1:4.1 × 10−3:20
3 10 0.60 4 1:2.5 × 10−3:20
1216 (2009) 7360–7367

Harbor, WA, USA). The channels were subsequently filled with
the polymerization solution using a syringe pump (KDS-220, KD-
scientific Inc., Holliston, MA, USA) with disposable plastic syringes
(Terumo Europe NV, Leuven, Belgium) connected to the capillary
connection tubes. Then, the channel in- and outlets were closed
and the gelation and aging of the polymerization solution was per-
formed in the oven at 40 ◦C for 24 h. The gel was subsequently
dried by opening the channel in- and outlets and leaving the chip
for another 24 h at 40 ◦C. To be able to compare the structure of
the monolith inside the micro-channels with the corresponding
monolithic structure that could be obtained in the absence of a
nearby surface, a bulk monolith was made inside a large glass vial
(total volume of 20 ml and a diameter of 1 cm), starting from the
same polymerization solution and using the same polymerization
protocol.

2.3. Structure evaluation

The structure of the monoliths in bulk and inside the microflu-
idic channels was evaluated based on images taken by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (Jeol JSM6400, Jeol Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)
at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and using a 3500× magnifica-
tion. To improve the conductivity of the monolithic structures, a
thin carbon coating was deposited on top of the sample. The average
domain size of the silica monolith in bulk was estimated from these
SEM images, using the image analysis software Vision Assistant 7.1
(National Instruments Belgium NV, Zaventem, Belgium).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Initial experiments in cylindrical capillaries

To benchmark our procedures, we first synthesized a series of
MTMS-based silica gels with different domain sizes in the 1D con-
fined space of a cylindrical fused-silica capillary (with an internal
diameter of 150 �m). Fig. 2 shows a sequence of SEM-images of the
resulting structures. The structure in Fig. 2a is obtained with a low
fraction of MeOH (which acts as a porogen). Under these condi-
tions, the phase separation is arrested by the sol–gel transition in
an early stage, yielding a monolithic structure with a small domain
size. This monolithic structure is not influenced by the capillary
surface. When the amount of methanol is increased, the onset of
phase separation is accelerated and the sol–gel transition point is
delayed by dilution effects. Consequently, the total period for phase
separation becomes longer, hence coarsening the monolithic struc-
directed spinodal decomposition in the confined space of the capil-
lary become apparent. First, a slight depletion of gel material can be
observed along the capillary surface (Fig. 2b), but when the phase
separation is allowed to proceed further, the hydrodynamic pump-

lica monoliths synthesized using different amounts of MeOH.

MS:MeOH:H2O) Pore size (�m) Skeleton size (�m) Domain size (�m)

0.6 0.2 0.8
2.6 0.6 3.2
5.3 1.7 7.0

ica monoliths synthesized using different amounts of PEG.

OS:PEG:H2O) Pore size (�m) Skeleton size (�m) Domain size (�m)

.43 1.5 1.2 2.7

.43 3.4 2.1 5.5

.43 5.0 3.3 8.3
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ig. 2. SEM-images of MTMS-based monolithic structures inside a fused-silica capill
MeOH). The molar ratios of MTMS:MeOH:H2O are (a) 1:1.3:2, (b) 1:1.35:2, (c) 1:1.4

ng of gel material from the bicontinuous part towards the surface
eforms an ever increasing part of the structure above the surface
Fig. 2c–e) until only a wetting layer, slightly deformed by gravity
ffects, remains on the capillary surface (Fig. 2f). These observations
re in full agreement with the surface directed spinodal decom-
osition mechanisms described in the introduction (Section 1.2)
nd are also in line with previously reported results by Kanamori
t al. [30]. They synthesized silica monoliths with a fixed compo-
ition in fused-silica capillaries with different diameters, while in
he present study, different silica monolithic compositions (leading
o different domain sizes) are tested inside fused-silica capillar-
es with a fixed diameter. The analogy between the observations

ade in both studies confirms that it is indeed the ratio between
he domain size of the monolith and the dimension of the con-
ned space that determines the outcome of the surface directed
onolithic structure rather than their absolute value (as stated in

30]).

.2. MTMS-based monolith synthesis in a micro-pillar array
olumn

The first column of SEM-images in Fig. 3 shows some of the bulk
onoliths obtained with different fractions of porogen (MeOH). As

an be noted from the first column of SEM-images (Fig. 3a), an incre-
ent of the amount of porogen (corresponding to a transition from

ase i to case iii) is accompanied by a growth of the domain size
DS) of the monolith which can be explained by the differences in
ime between the onset of phase separation and the sol–gel transi-

ion (as described in Section 1.2). The 2nd, 3th and 4th column of
EM pictures in Fig. 3 show the corresponding structures obtained
n pillar array channels with different inter-pillar distances (IPD),
espectively 7.6, 5.6 and 3.6 �m. In the first row of Fig. 3(row i), the
omain size of the monolith in bulk is all cases very small compared
ternal diameter of 150 �m) arranged according to an increasing amount of porogen
1:1.5:2, (e) 1:1.6:2 and (f) 1:1.8:2.

to all the inter-pillar distances (DS/IPD � 1) and the presence of the
pillars inside the channels has no visible effect on the monolithic
structure when compared to the monolithic structure in bulk. This
can be understood from the fact that, in order to obtain such a small
domain size, the phase separation is arrested by the sol–gel transi-
tion in an early stage. In this stage, the wetting of the surface is still
mainly diffusion driven and the hydrodynamic pumping of the sil-
ica gel from the bi-continuous region towards the surface is largely
prevented by the early sol–gel transition, hence yielding a structure
which is not markedly influenced by the presence of micro-pillars.
When the time between the onset of phase separation and sol–gel
transition is increased, a monolith with a larger domain size is
obtained. This is the case for the conditions shown in Fig. 3row
ii. During this prolonged phase separation, the gel phase is able to
wet the pillar surfaces by hydrodynamic pumping, hence deform-
ing the monolithic structure near the pillar surface. In Fig. 3ii-b and
-c, the inter-pillar distance is only slightly larger than the domain
size of the monolith (DS/IPD < 1) and the effect of surface directed
spinodal decomposition is visible throughout the whole monolithic
structure, as only structures remain which form interconnections
between the pillars. As seen in Fig. 3ii-d, the orientation of these
interconnections becomes more uniform when the domain size of
the monolith becomes of about the same size as the inter-pillar
distance (DS/IPD∼1). In this case, the pillars are strongly wetted
with the gel phase and linear interconnections between the pil-
lars, perpendicular to the pillar direction, are formed, yielding an
apparently more homogeneous monolithic structure. Subsequently
considering the third row of Fig. 3, similar effects can be observed. In

Fig. 3iii-b, the domain size of the monolith is again of about the same
size as the inter-pillar distance (conditions similar to those already
encountered in Fig. 3ii-d). And again this leads to the formation of
uniformly directed interconnections between the pillars, perpen-
dicular to the pillar axis. The number of interconnections decreases
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Fig. 3. SEM-images of MTMS-based gel structures, derived from three different compositions: (i) M1, (ii) M2 and (iii) M3. These silica gels were synthesized (a) under bulk
conditions (yielding domain sizes of respectively 0.8, 3.2 and 7.0 �m) and inside micro-pillar array columns with an inter-pillar distance of (b) 7.6, (c) 5.6 and (d) 3.6 �m.

Fig. 4. SEM-images of TMOS-based gel structures, derived from three different compositions: (i) T1, (ii) T2 and (iii) T3. These silica gels were synthesized (a) under bulk
conditions (yielding domain sizes of respectively 2.7, 5.5 and 8.3 �m) and inside micro-pillar array columns with an inter-pillar distance of (b) 7.6, (c) 5.6 and (d) 3.6 �m.
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owever when the DS/IPD ratio becomes higher than unity as is
he case in Fig. 3iii-c. Eventually, when DS/IPD»1, the interconnec-
ions disappear completely and only a wetting layer on the pillar
urfaces remains (Fig. 3iii-d). In this case, the long period of sur-
ace directed spinodal decomposition, combined with the relatively
mall distances between the pillars (i.e., a very confined space),
nables the phase separation to proceed towards its energetically
ost favorable configuration, being the complete wetting of the

illar surface.

.3. TMOS-based monolith synthesis in a micro-pillar array
olumn

A major drawback in the use of MTMS-based monoliths is the
ack of mesopores, hence limiting their mass loadability and reten-
ive capacity. The experimental series discussed in Section 3.2 has
herefore also been repeated using a polymerization solution with
MOS as the monomer, because it is known from literature that the
esulting TMOS-based silica monoliths can be made mesoporous

y heat treatment with a basic aqueous solution [35]. A drawback
f the TMOS-based monoliths is that they tend to shrink strongly
pon drying.

For a TMOS-based monolith, the onset of phase separation can
e regulated by changing the amount of PEG (a strong hydrogen-

ig. 5. SEM-images of the monolithic structures obtained for two synthesis repeats condu
similar meaning as in Figs. 3 and 4. The same analysis was also conducted for the other
1216 (2009) 7360–7367 7365

bonding additive) in the polymerization solution. The presence of
PEG reduces the tendency of the system to phase separate. Con-
sequently, an increased amount of PEG results in smaller domain
sizes by reducing the time for phase separation compared to the
moment of sol–gel transition.

Different TMOS-based silica gels with increasing domain size
(by reducing the amount of PEG) were synthesized in the micro-
pillar array. The SEM-images of the corresponding bulk monolith
are shown in the first column of Fig. 4. As can be seen in the first
row of Fig. 4, the presence of micro-pillars did not affect the mono-
lithic structure when a relatively large amount of PEG was added,
yielding a small domain size compared to the inter-pillar distances
(DS/IPD � 1). Unfortunately, also its tendency to shrink, which is
characteristic for this type of monolith, was not altered (Fig. 4i-
b and -c), except for the smallest inter-pillar distance (Fig. 4i-d)
where a small reduction of the shrinkage effect can be observed.
The second row of Fig. 4 shows the obtained structures when the
DS/IPD ratio is increased towards unity by an increment of the
monolithic domain size. In both cases where DS/IPD∼1 (Fig. 4ii-

b) and DS/IPD > 1 (Fig. 4ii-c and -d), the monolithic structure is
completely absent and only a thick wetting layer remains on the
micro-pillar surface. As can be noticed from the transition from
Fig. 4 ii-b–d, this wetting layer becomes more uniform when the
domain size becomes larger compared to the inter-pillar distance.

cted with (i and ii) mixture M2 and (iii and iv) mixture T2. The symbols (a–d) have
conditions (data not shown), leading to a similar degree of repeatability.
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hen the domain size is several times larger than the inter-pillar
istance (as seen in Fig. 4iii-b–d), i.e., when the time for phase sep-
ration is very long, the uniform wetting layer displays a small,
et significant curvature. This curvature is most likely caused by
lateau-Rayleigh instability [36] of the wetting layer around the
illar, whereby the interfacial area between the gel-phase and the
olvent phase is reduced, hence leading to an energetically more
table configuration.

.4. Repeatability study

When the silica monolith syntheses were repeated under iden-
ical conditions, a good morphological repeatability could be
btained for both the MTMS-based gels and the TMOS-based gels,
s illustrated in Fig. 5. Similar observations were made for the other
ompositions of Tables 1 and 2 (data not shown).

.5. Implications for the preparation of chromatographic supports

The systematic variation of DS and IPD in the present study
as lead to two interesting chromatographic support structures.
irst of all, a 3D network of linear interconnections between the
icro-pillars is formed in the MTMS-based system when DS/IPD∼1

as in Fig. 3ii-d and iii-b). In this structure, the through-pores are
efined by a combination of the ordered array of micro-pillars and
he linear interconnections running perpendicular to those pillars,
ence leaving a monolithic structure with an improved homogene-

ty when compared to the monolithic structure in bulk (where pores
re more randomly positioned). The obtained through-pore size of
he present structures is however fairly large to be used in chro-

atographic columns. Future work should hence focus on the use
f micro-pillar array columns with smaller inter-pillar distances.
nother drawback of the MTMS-based 3D network is the lack of
esopores. This reduces the mass loadability and retentive capacity

f this potential chromatographic support. TMOS-based monoliths
n the other hand can be made mesoporous and a structure syn-
hesized with this material would be preferential. Unfortunately,
o similar 3D structure is observed for the TMOS-systems consid-
red in the present study. Using TMOS, a small increase in domain
ize and hence time between the onset of phase separation and the
ol–gel transition already causes a tremendous shift from almost no
etting to a complete wetting of the micro-pillar surface under the

nvestigated conditions. This fast transition is however expected to
e tunable by increasing the viscosity of the polymerization solu-
ion (hence, reducing the wetting velocity) or by an increment of
he temperature to accelerate the phase separation and to freeze
he phase separation in an intermediate stage, yielding similar
omogeneous structures as those observed for the MTMS-based
ystem.

A second interesting chromatographic support structure follows
rom the possibility to deposit a uniform silica wetting layer on
he mantle surface of the micro-pillars when the DS/IPD-ratio is
ncreased well above unity. Making this layer mesoporous, a meso-
orous shell micro-pillar array column would be obtained with a
etention surface which is several hundred times larger than the
on-porous micro-pillar array columns, described in [19,20]. In
ontrast to the approaches previously used to increase the reten-
ion surface of micro-pillar arrays [21–23], this mesoporous layer
ould be deposited on both the top and bottom surface of the
icro-channel, hence preventing additional band broadening by an

symmetry of mesoporosity inside the chromatographic column.

gain, the size of the through-pores should be further reduced to

mprove the chromatographic performance of the columns. This
ould be realized by further reducing the inter-pillar distance,
omething that will be pursued in a future study with a new design
f the micro-pillar array.
Fig. 6. SEM-images of a micro-pillar array column (IPD = 3.6 �m) (a) with one TMOS
layer (composition T2) and (b) with a second TMOS layer (also using a sol–gel process
with composition T2) deposited on top of the first layer.

In the present study, we followed an alternative approach and
tried to reduce the through-pore size by depositing multiple lay-
ers of TMOS-material on the micro-pillar surface, by performing
a sequence of two identical monolithic synthesis steps inside the
same micro-pillar array channel. As illustrated in Fig. 6, an incre-
ment of the TMOS-layer thickness can be observed when two
layers of TMOS-material are deposited on top of the micro-pillar
surfaces, hence reducing the inter-pillar space. At the same time
also the phase ratio is increased, which in turn further improves
the attainable retentive capacity. A comparison between the thick-
ness of the non-coated pillars (2.4 �m, picture not shown) and
the pillar thickness after depositing one TMOS-layer reveals that
the layer thickness in Fig. 6a is about 0.5 �m. With a thickness
increase of about 1.0 �m between the pillars in Fig. 6a and those
in Fig. 6b, the layer added during the second coating can be esti-
mated to be about 0.5 �m, i.e., about as thick as in the first coating
step.

4. Conclusion

We investigated the possibility to improve the homogeneity of
sol–gel-based silica monolithic stationary phase supports by syn-
thesizing them in the presence of an ordered array of micro-pillars.
These micro-pillars act as a confined space which can influence

the whole monolithic structure depending on the ratio between
the monolithic domain size in bulk (quantifying the time between
phase separation and sol–gel transition) and the dimension of the
confined space (inter-pillar distance in the present case). The fol-
lowing general rules could be established.
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When the domain size of the monolith is much smaller than
he inter-pillar distance (DS/IPD � 1), no effect is of the pres-
nce of the micro-pillars on the monolithic structure is observed.
owever, when the ratio between the domain size and the inter-
illar distance approaches unity (DS/IPD∼1) or rises above unity
DS/IPD > 1), the presence of the micro-pillars largely affects the

onolithic structure by surface-directed phase separation. In this
ase, two potentially interesting chromatographic support struc-
ures are obtained. Targeting for a DS/IPD-ratio around unity, a 3D
etwork is obtained wherein the skeleton branches are exclusively
riented perpendicular to the micro-pillar surface. The through-
ore space in this structure appears more homogeneous when
ompared to the bulk monolith, although future work, focused
n reducing the size of the through-pores, is needed before the
btained structures can be expected to give a good chromatographic
erformance. Increasing the DS/IPD-ratio well above unity, a sec-
nd very promising chromatographic support is obtained, because

n this case the micro-pillars become uniformly coated with a
hick mesoporous shell. If desired the thickness of this layer can
e increased by repeating the process to double the coating layer
hickness.

All the observations made in this study are in full agreement
ith the previously reported mechanisms of monolith synthesis in

onfined spaces. As the underlying processes are already well doc-
mented, a further progress towards the fabrication of monolithic
tructures with a highly ordered configuration and optimized for
hromatographic applications should be possible.
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